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n the 16th century, the Spanish
introduced the date palm into modern Latin
America in the form of seeds. Early informal cultivation
palm, grown from seed, took place in the Caribbean, an
Mexico (Johnson 2010). Trees propagated by seed are k
first New World introductions of offshoots of desirab
United States, originating from North Africa and t
ended in 1929, and those date palms formed the
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of the
nd in Peru and
known as “seedling dates.” The
ble date fruit varieties were brought into the
the Middle East. Offshoot imports began in 1890 and
basis of the modern U.S. date industry (Hodel and Johnson 2007).
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archival, original source unknown

Contemporary American date fruit production is concentrated in California's Colorado Desert south of Indio, and in the adjacent Bard, Calif., and Yuma, Ariz., agricultural areas near where the Colorado River forms
the boundary between the two states. This
desert region extends as far south as Sonora,
Mexico. More than 150 miles to the north of
Indio, in Inyo County, dates have also been
grown on a very small scale since the 1920s at
only two locations: Furnace Creek Ranch in
Death Valley and China Ranch Date Farm
near Tecopa. Both enjoy natural oasis conditions. These two date palm areas are not
well known; neither their histories nor their
current status have ever been addressed as an
individual topic. The aim of this article is to
describe the circumstances of date growing in

these two isolated locations, unique in their
relative remoteness from the hub of U.S. date
production activity.
Meager information has been published
about dates in Inyo County. Their presence
is noted in some general accounts of eastern
California, typically in relationship to the
history of boron mining in Death Valley.
However, the introduction and subsequent
cultivation of this exotic palm in such a secluded location are sparsely documented.
Field and archival research was carried
out in May 2015 and January 2016. This
work included visits to Furnace Creek and
China Ranch to observe the date palms,
conduct interviews and to inspect the Pacific
Coast Borax Company (pcbc) archives held
by Death Valley National Park in Cow Canyon, the East California Museum archives in
Independence and the special collection of

1927 press photo, original source unknown

A 20-mule team typical of those used in the borax mining era, which began at Furnace Creek ca. 1882.

In the distance are young Deglet Noor date palms in one of the Furnace Creek Ranch plantings; the
foreground shade is provided by a small planting of Canary Islands date palms, Phoenix canariensis
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the Walter T. Swingle papers at the University of Miami in Florida.
The correspondence and reports in these
archives from the 1920s reveal the active and
direct involvement of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (usda) in the establishment
of dates at Furnace Creek and the role of
Walter Swingle as the primary usda scientist
involved. It is likely that additional information about these activities is among the
records of the U.S. Date Field Station in
Indio, Calif., which closed in 1982. Those
archives could not be located.

Parlatoria Date Scale Insect
Agricultural events in the early 19th
century, well to the south of Death Valley,
played a key role in the introduction of
date palms to Death Valley. A serious initial problem of date growing in the United
States was the accidental introduction, along
with imported offshoots, of the Parlatoria
date scale insect, Parlatoria blanchardii,
also called white scale. This insect is native to North Africa and the Middle East,
where it is a major pest of date palm leaves
and fruits. Various control and eradication
measures were attempted in Arizona and
California. None were successful until it
was discovered that total defoliation of the
infested palm, cutting back the leaf stalks
on the trunk, then blowtorching the surface
killed all of the insects and their eggs, after
which the palm was capable of recovering its
normal function. Despite the proven success
of the technique, offshoot importations continued to bring in new sources of the pest.
To avoid the spread of date scale between
infested and uninfected areas within the
United States, in the mid-1910s quarantine
regulations were adopted by the federal
government and the states of California and
Arizona, requiring inspection and certification before transporting any species of Phoenix palm into a date-growing area. A joint
state and federal campaign was initiated in
the late 1920s, which included removal of all
seedling trees within the date-growing areas
and careful inspection of all variety date
trees and blowtorching any infested plants.
These actions completely eradicated parlatoria date scale in the United States by 1936
(boyden 1941), a remarkable result seldom
ever achieved once a foreign pest has been
introduced. Since offshoot imports ceased
in 1929 (nixon 1971), the U.S. date industry
has been free of the pest.
The usda developed a backup plan to deal
fruit gardener
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Furnace Creek Inn was constructed in 1927. It is today named the Inn at Furnace Creek.
courtesy of furnace creek resort

with the parlatoria date scale infestations,
before it was known that blowtorching was
successful. The alternative measure consisted
of the establishment of insect-free date palm
plantings in remote areas to serve as sources
of clean offshoots. Experiments beginning in
1922 confirmed that it was possible to kill all
the infesting insects and their eggs by heating date offshoots in an oven, a laborious
somewhat haphazard process referred to as
“cooking.” Offshoots were heated to a high
temperature until the growing tip was killed;
but when planted and carefully tended, the
treated pest-free offshoots grew side buds
which had remained dormant during the
heating. This severe disinfection process led
to a high mortality rate of 25–50%.
Collaborative plantings were made by
the usda of cooked, pest-free offshoots at
five isolated locations in California, Arizona,
Nevada and Texas. One of the two California locations was Furnace Creek Ranch,
which was described as the oldest and largest
of the remote plantings (swingle 1928). An
incentive for Furnace Creek to collaborate
with the usda, in addition to benefitting
from technical advice, was an arrangement
whereby they would receive a portion of the
offshoots from palms growing on an experimental plot loaned to and maintained by
the usda. In the archival records the usda
plot is referred to as the “government plot”
(pcbc 3/2/1927).

Furnace Creek Ranch
Originally named Greenland Ranch,
Furnace Creek Ranch was established
in 1882–1883 by the Pacific Coast Borax
Company (pcbc) at the site of the largest
perennial water source in Death Valley. The
warm Furnace Creek waters, over 80˚f at
their source, flow to the ranch by gravity
(in modern times through a concrete channel) from Travertine Springs, a complex of
upwellings on national park land a few miles
up the wash from the ranch. The climate is
exceptional, with long very hot summers and
cool winters. An official U.S. weather station
was established at Furnace Creek in 1911;
two years later it registered a world record
air temperature of 134˚f, a figure which still
stands. Furnace Creek also holds a U.S. climate record, set in 2001, of 154 consecutive
days with temperatures of 100˚f or greater.
Furnace Creek Ranch occupies an area
of about 340 acres in the lower portion of
Death Valley at an elevation of 190 feet below sea level. The ranch was developed to
fruit gardener

The Inn at Furnace Creek as it appears today.

serve as company headquarters, to provide
housing for workers and to produce food
and feed, chiefly vegetables and alfalfa, to
sustain the new borax mining operations in
the area (lingenfelter 1986).
In the late 1920s, as borax mining profitability diminished, pcbc looked to tourism as a new business; Death Valley then
became known for its spectacular scenery,
hot springs and extreme climatic conditions.
The luxury Furnace Creek Inn, about one
mile from the ranch, was opened in 1927,
and more modest visitor facilities developed
at the ranch itself.
When Death Valley National Monument
was proclaimed in 1933, it represented a
significant stimulus to tourism. The federal
proclamation did not include the pcbc tourist facilities at Furnace Creek, which continued to operate as a privately-owned inhold-

ing (rothman and miller 2013) and so it
remained even after the monument was elevated to national park status in 1993. Today
Xanterra Parks & Resorts, Inc. (http://www.
furnacecreekresort.com) owns and operates
Furnace Creek Ranch and the renamed Inn
at Furnace Creek.

Date Palm Introduction
The earliest record found of date palms
at Furnace Creek Ranch was in a 1911 letter seeking information from the Nevada
Experiment Station in Reno, Nev., about
expanding crop production, to include date
palm (pcbc 6/12/1911). Correspondence in
1914 relates that two years before, the ranch
had harvested a small crop of dates having
large seeds and little flesh; the letter also
requested information on how to pollinate
the palms (pcbc 2/15/1914). With no indicaseptember & october 2016
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tion to the contrary, it is likely that these
early date palms were propagated from seed.
A seedling date requires about 4–5 years
to begin fruiting, suggesting that the dates
were planted around 1907. A report (pcbc
10/27/1921) by J. Boyd, the mine superintendent also responsible for the ranch, states
that there was an experimental planting of
seedling dates. Von Blon (1926) confirms
four acres of seedling dates, three years of
age, at Furnace Creek.
The timeline of activities surrounding
the introduction and successful growth of
varietal date palms in Death Valley in the
1920s is not entirely clear because the key
usda individuals involved apparently did
not publish the results of their work. The
following account is assembled from published and unpublished sources in an attempt to summarize the historical sequence
of events.
Putting into practice organized date cultivation at Furnace Creek Ranch involved
collaboration between pcbc management
and personnel from the U.S. Date Field Station in Indio. In the 1920s, the U.S. date industry was rapidly expanding thanks to the
importation of varietal offshoots, but was at

The date palm, Phoenix dactylifera, is native to the
Middle East and North Africa. The palm produces a
single trunk with offshoots at the base which can
be separated off and used for propagation. The date
palm is dioecious, meaning that male and female
flowers are borne on separate trees. Seed propagation
theoretically results in equal numbers of male and
female trees. Under field conditions, gender cannot
be determined until the palm flowers at 5 to 7 years
of age. The female tree produces about a dozen inflorescences each year; fruit production depends upon
the variety. The Medjool variety, for example, annually
bears 175–265 lbs. of fruit per tree. In nature, pollination is primarily by wind with insects also reportedly
involved. Artificial pollination is used in commercial
date groves to enhance fruit set (zaid 2002).
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Characteristics of the Date

the same time faced with the serious damage being caused by a scale insect brought in
with the offshoots, as already detailed. The
decade was also one of economic woes leading to the depression of 1929.
The usda’s direct involvement with
the date palm introductions into Furnace
Creek probably began in about 1922. A 1925
newspaper account states that the usda had
established a date palm nursery in Death
Valley to provide certified insect-free offshoots to growers elsewhere in California
and Arizona. It also recounts that fruit was
being gathered from date palms planted in
the experimental plot three years earlier (los
angeles times 1925); it is uncertain whether
the palms alluded to were seedling or varietal dates. The news item appears to refer to
the Furnace Creek government plot for remote plantings of parlatoria-free date palms.
In 1924, an agreement was signed between Pacific Coast Borax Company and
C.E. Cook, a date grower in Indio, to purchase 20 Deglet Noor variety date palms
growing on property that Cook owned in
Yuma. The agreement stipulated that the
palms be free of scale insects and that they
each have at least four offshoots attached.
The price was $45 each, f.o.b. Yuma, with
delivery to be made in the spring of 1925
(pcbc 6/3/1924). A subsequent agreement
between the same parties in 1925 covered
purchase of an additional 100 Deglet Noors
at the same price and under the same conditions, with one-half the palms to be delivered in the spring of 1926 and the balance
in the spring of the following year (pcbc
6/15/1925). Von Blon (1926) correctly states
that the sale of insect-free offshoots was the
prime objective of date growing at Furnace
Creek and noted the advantage of isolation
with respect to producing clean offshoots.
A 1927 press photo (black & white, page
8) shows young Deglet Noor date palms in
one of the Furnace Creek Ranch fields; the
photo was taken from the shade of a small
planting of Canary Islands date palms, Phoenix canariensis, then located near the ranch
swimming pool (von blon 1926).
According to W.T. Swingle’s field note
book (10/17/1924) he and A.J. Shamblin,
then superintendent of the U.S. Date Field
Station in Indio, visited Furnace Creek.
During the visit, Shamblin sprayed insecticide on the Deglet Noors sent up in June
1924 from Yuma for mites, a fruit pest.
Whether those were the lot of 20 palms purchased that year is unclear.

Von Blon (1926) documents that Bruce
Drummond, recently retired from the U.S.
Date Field Station in Indio, was hired by
pcbc to oversee date operations at Furnace
Creek. The company also had a staff agriculturist named L. Beaty, who is mentioned in
correspondence (e.g., pcbc 3/22/1927).
Swingle in 1927 wrote that it was not yet
possible to permit the sale of offshoots from
Furnace Creek. The same letter suggests
that Furnace Creek purchase cooked, pestfree offshoots of other imported cultivars
(pcbc 3/2/1927). An internal memo (pcbc
3/22/1927) reports that Swingle had made a
recent visit to inspect the dates at Furnace
Creek, and found them to be free of parlatoria scale insect. Swingle pointed out that
Furnace Creek would do better in selling
varietal offshoots other than Deglet Noor
because that variety had limited climatic
adaptability in California and Arizona (pcbc
11/21/1927).
The usda government plot contained
cooked offshoots of several date varieties,
namely: Amhat, Havese or Hevazy (unidentified), Haynay, Khadrawy, Saidy, Tazizoot
and Zahidi. An invoice from Narbonne
Ranch in Thermal, Calif., details a purchase
by Furnace Creek of 20 Iteema and 7 Tazizoot variety offshoots (pcbc 5/2/1927). An
additional 15 offshoots of the Rhars variety
were acquired from Yuma. Including Deglet
Noor, a total of 10 date varieties are documented to have been introduced to Furnace
Creek. There is no record of date offshoots
being brought into Furnace Creek after the
1920s.
Internal pcbc correspondence (6/22/1929)
refers to future plans to sell clean Furnace
Creek offshoots, but there is no record
that this was ever done. Two factors may
explain why. During the depression of the
1930s the date industry experienced hard
times. According to Nixon (1971), Deglet
Noor offshoots, which had sold for $20 up
to 1929, in the 1930s had no market at any
price. Eradication of the parlatoria scale
insect in the early 1930s also meant that
clean offshoots were readily obtainable in
the major date areas of California and Arizona and that there was no longer need to
maintain isolated date palm populations free
of date scale. These circumstances appear to
have led Furnace Creek to pursue date fruit
production for local consumption and sale
to tourists, who began to visit in increasing
numbers after Death Valley was designated
a national monument in 1933. In 1938 there
fruit gardener
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The oldest grove near the highway appears to be original Deglet Noor plantings. They produce although not now maintained as a commercial venture.

was said to be a flourishing date palm
plantation, selling boxed fruits for 50¢ per
pound (rae 1991). According to Jensen and
Malley (2012) Furnace Creek dates were sold
at a booth near the ranch entrance arch, up
until harvesting ceased in 1990.
The 120 Deglet Noors purchased and
planted at Furnace Creek in the mid-1920s
formed the nucleus for their plantation
which, expanded with their own offshoots,
would give a potential initial population of
600 palms of that variety. None of the other
varieties are mentioned as being produced
in commercial quantities. Dates require hot,
dry weather during fruit ripening. The low
elevation of Furnace Creek, combined with
low rainfall and high temperatures, certainly
provides all of these conditions, despite the
latitude of 36.5˚ n., which is beyond the latitudinal limit that is typical of date growing.
Furnace Creek represents the northernmost
location where dates can mature naturally
on the tree.
Gower (1969) in a colorful memoir of his
decades of working for pcbc in Death Valley, includes recollections of Furnace Creek.
He describes date-growing problems in the
fruit gardener

1920s at Furnace Creek caused by a lack of
knowledge that there were male and female
seedling and offshoot palms. However,
based upon the archival and other materials
consulted, and the knowledgeable people
involved, this claim is highly unlikely. Unfortunately, Gower’s dubious claim, first
repeated by Nelson (2001), then by Jensen
and Malley (2012), has become legend.
Gower (1969) more reliably states that
the initial plantings of Deglet Noors were
expanded to 1,500 trees (about 30 acres at
standard spacing) with an annual production of some 200 tons of fruit, but more
specific details, such as the year referred to,
are not provided. One corroborating source
estimates that in 1955 there were 35 acres
bearing dates in Death Valley (usda 1956).
At some point, Furnace Creek Ranch
dates were marketed in 2-lb. redwood boxes
with “Grown in Death Valley, California”
imprinted upon them (inset photo above).
Death Valley date nut bread is another traditional Furnace Creek product. To this day
it is served by the Inn Dining Room and is
also sold in the Furnace Creek General Store
located at Furnace Creek Ranch. The dates

in those baked goods, however, are not from
the Furnace Creek palms.
In 1974 Inyo County began reporting
agriculture statistics that include date fruit;
annual reports are available online at http://
www.inyomonoagriculture.com. Initially,
date fruit production was presumably included under the category of “Miscellaneous
Fruit,” but it was not specifically identified
until the 1988 report. That year, 18 harvested
acres yielded 24,000 pounds, apparently all
from Furnace Creek Ranch, since it was the
county’s sole date fruit producer at the time.
From the data, it appears that the importance of date production at Furnace Creek
was already in sharp decline before harvesting ended in 1990.
Since the introduction of the date palm
to Death Valley just over 100 years ago,
natural dispersal processes have taken place.
Coyotes eat the fruits and have deposited
the seeds at a number of water source locations where they have naturalized. A good
example is Travertine Springs, a few miles
up Furnace Creek Canyon. A study of the
vegetation complex by Thomas (2006) lists
date palm as one of the exotic species present.
september & october 2016
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poses and for shade, in the late 19th or early
20th centuries, about the same time period
as seedling date palms. The Desert Fan palm
has been dispersed by natural processes; it
has become naturalized within the park and
is also being eradicated from wild areas.
Dates make an interesting appearance in
an archaeological study of Shoshone Indian
rock shelters near Travertine Springs (yohe
1997). Among the seeds identified were those
of the date palm; determined to be from
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The
source of date fruits is unknown, but it can
be speculated that they came from the Travertine Springs oasis, if date palms were growing
there at the time, or from Furnace Creek,
where seedling dates were known to have
been growing in the early 20th century.

Current Status of
Furnace Creek Date Palms
When the Furnace Creek fruit harvests
ceased in 1990, date palms were relegated to
ornamental status within the desert resort as
depicted below and elsewhere. Date palms
are a key landscape component of the nearby

Inn at Furnace Creek, but at that site they
were planted solely for ornamental purposes.
The date palms at Furnace Creek Ranch
continue to bear some fruit through natural pollination but the ranch itself has no
formal harvesting activity. Still, some fruit
is produced, and certain amounts of it are
consumed by birds and coyotes (c. davis,
pers. comm. 2016), which presumably is an
important influence behind the aforementioned natural dispersal of seed.
The expansion of tourist facilities at the
ranch has over time reduced the date palm
population. As of 2016 a few hundred persist,
and there is some minimal offshoot growth.
The oldest grove nearest the highway appears
to be initial original Deglet Noor plantings
(large photo, page 11); in recent years these
have not been maintained as a commercial
venture, but this situation is to be remedied
through Xanterra’s plan to rehabilitate the
groves for ornamental purposes. To achieve
that goal, under consideration is an offshoot
nursery to grow offshoots from existing trees
for later transplanting to fill in the gaps in the
field (d. philips, pers. comm. 2016).
courtesy of furnace creek resort

In the aftermath of a wildfire at the springs in
August 2010, the date palms were mechanically removed (sada and cooper 2012). The
National Park Service has adopted a management plan to rid the wild areas of Death Valley of exotic plants, which includes date palm
(usnps 2008; k. lund, pers. comm. 2016).
The National Park Service policy of eradicating exotic plants is aimed at restoring wild
areas to as near pristine as possible, following
guidelines of unesco’s Man and the Biosphere Programme (see: loope 1992). Death
Valley is the largest component of the Mojave
and Colorado Deserts Biosphere Reserve,
designated in 1984. Occupying the northeast
corner of the Mojave Desert, Death Valley
National Park itself is the largest national
park with in the contiguous United States.
Two other exotic palms are present in
Death Valley in small numbers: the Desert
Fan palm—Washingtonia filifera; and the
Canary Islands date palm—Phoenix canariensis. These are found in settled areas, past
and present, within the national park. Both
of these species were likely introduced to
Death Valley, seemingly for ornamental pur-

Another of the original groves still stand at Furnace Creek Resort. Many of the trees here continue to produce fruit without commercial management.
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Aerial view of China Ranch Date Farm
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Inyo County’s other date palm area is
at China Ranch, which occupies a scenic
narrow canyon a few miles east of Tecopa,
Calif., about 75 road miles southeast from
Furnace Creek. The canyon is at 35.8˚n.
latitude at an elevation of 1,350 feet. Watering the valley and making agriculture possible is the perennial China Ranch Creek
(see page 15), a tributary of the intermittent
Amargosa River. The climate there is suitable for date cultivation, including ripening
fruit on the tree.
Dates first came to China Ranch in the
form of seeds planted in about 1920; original trees or their descendants are shown in
the inset, above right. The property was
acquired by the Brown family in 1970, but it
was not until the 1990s that date cultivation
became a serious undertaking, and varietal
date offshoots were brought in from the
Indio area, supplemented with Deglet Noor
offshoots from Furnace Creek. Six commercial varieties were introduced: Dayri, Halawy, Honey (an American variety), Khadrawy
and Medjool. Fruit harvested from the original seedling date palms is marketed by the
local names of China Hybrid, China Gold
and China Gourmet dates.
According to Inyo County agricultural
statistics, date production in 1993 was reported from 25 acres, yielding 30,000
pounds, presumably from China Ranch,
since it was the sole producer in the county.
For the period 2007–2010, 30 acres were reportedly harvested with annual production
averaging 35,500 pounds. In 2015, China
Ranch harvested about 50,000 pounds of
dates (b. brown, pers. comm. 2016).
China Ranch Date Farm is family owned
and operated. They run a bakery which also
sells dates and date milkshakes. In addition
to the retail shop at China Ranch, their
products are sold by mail order (https://
www.chinaranch.com) and at the Furnace
Creek Ranch General Store. China Ranch is
a remarkable example of a true desert oasis,
with a fascinating history (brown 1988,
2002; china ranch 2016).

courtesy of china ranch date farm

China Ranch Date Farm

China Ranch Date Farm

During the development phase of the
American date industry in the early decades
of the 20th century, there was considerable
interest in and enthusiasm about the potential of the crop, leading to trial-and-error
experimentation about where dates could be
produced. The usda and individual farmfruit gardener
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Conclusion

China Ranch Date Farm
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These mesh bags allow air circulation to prevent mold while protecting the dates from bird damage.

courtesy of china ranch date farm

ers tested locations in Arizona, California
and Nevada, as well as in southern Texas.
In California, dates were test-planted in the
San Joaquin Valley, and as far north as Winters, Calif. (38.5° n. latitude) (nixon 1957).
Outside the current date-growing areas in
Southern California and Arizona, success
was achieved only in eastern Inyo County at
Furnace Creek and China Ranch where climatic conditions allow fruits to mature on
the tree. These small date palm populations
impart an exotic air to the two locations,
and stand as a reminder of their unique role
in the fascinating history of the date palm’s
establishment as a valuable commercial fruit
crop in the United States.

Several popular date varieties are grown at China Ranch Date Farm.

courtesy of china ranch date farm

A spring morning at China Ranch Date Farm, with ripening fruit on the trees and the snowy Avawatz Mountains in the background.
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China Ranch Creek is a perennial water supply.

courtesy of china ranch date farm
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The best time to plant a fruit tree is 20
years ago. The second best time is now.

photos courtesy of furnace creek resort
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What a transition from creation of the luxury Furnace Creek Inn in 1927 in a true oasis setting (inset above) to a facility that is today the Inn at Furnace Creek. Story inside.

